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Abstract—Virtual machine (VM) consolidation has become a common practice in clouds, Grids, and datacenters. While this practice leads to higher CPU utilization, we observe its negative impact on the TCP throughput of the consolidated VMs: As more VMs share the same core/CPU, the CPU scheduling latency for each VM increases significantly. Such increase leads to slower progress of TCP transmissions to the VMs. To address this problem, we propose an approach called vSnoop, where the driver domain of a host acknowledges TCP packets on behalf of the guest VMs – whenever it is safe to do so. Our evaluation of a Xen-based prototype indicates that vSnoop constantly achieves TCP throughput improvement for VMs (of orders of magnitude in some scenarios). We further show that the higher TCP throughput leads to improvement in application-level performance, via experiments with a two-tier online auction application and two suites of MPI benchmarks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual machine (VM) consolidation has been increasingly adopted in cloud (e.g., Amazon EC2[1], Eucalyptus [2], and Nimbus [3]), Grid, and datacenter environments. VM consolidation involves the hosting of multiple VMs on the same physical host. It allows dynamic multiplexing of computation and communication resources and leads to higher resource utilization and scalability of the physical infrastructure.

Scalable VM consolidation necessitates the sharing of the same CPU by multiple VMs. Even for a multi-core/multi-processor host, the mapping from cores to VMs is not always one-to-one in order to achieve flexibility, scalability, and economy of VM hosting. However, we observe that VM consolidation negatively impacts the TCP transport to VMs. More specifically, as more VMs are scheduled to access the same core/CPU, the CPU access latency for each VM (i.e., the interval during which the VM waits for the CPU) increases. Such increase raises the round-trip time (RTT) of a TCP connection to the VM, on top of the latency added by network device virtualization. As a result, the sub-millisecond propagation delay between hosts in a local area network (LAN) is overwhelmed by tens/hundreds of milliseconds of latency due to VM scheduling, which slows down the progress of the TCP transport considerably.

To mitigate the impact of VM consolidation identified above, we propose an approach called vSnoop that aims to improve the throughput of TCP connections to consolidated VMs. The key idea of vSnoop is to allow the driver domain of a host (e.g., dom0 in Xen [4]) to acknowledge TCP packets on behalf of the less privileged production VMs (e.g., domUs in Xen) – whenever it is safe to do so. Via such acknowledgement offloading, vSnoop masks the portion of a TCP packet’s RTT that corresponds to VM scheduling. The reduction in RTT prompts the sender to transmit to the VM at a higher rate, effectively saturating the link between the sender and the receiving VM. vSnoop requires no modification to the guest operating system or applications running in the VM. While we implement vSnoop on Xen, the methodology of vSnoop is generically applicable to other virtualization platforms (e.g., VMware, KVM, QEMU, VirtualBox) where the actual network drivers reside in a driver domain or inside the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM).

In our Xen-based prototype, vSnoop is implemented as part of the Linux bridge module [5] inside dom-0. vSnoop does not lengthen the receive I/O path and only maintains a minimum state about each TCP connection. As a result, vSnoop is lightweight and incurs very low CPU overhead. We have performed extensive evaluation of vSnoop at both network transport and application levels. Our transport-level evaluation indicates that vSnoop constantly achieves higher TCP throughput than the original Xen – in some scenarios the improvement is of orders of magnitude. Our application-level evaluation shows that vSnoop consequently improves application performance, such as that of the RUBiS online auction benchmark and High-Performance Linpack and Intel MPI benchmarks.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) We identify and analyze the impact of CPU sharing on the VMs’ TCP throughput (Section II). (2) We propose vSnoop as a light-weight, VM-transparent approach to mitigating such impact that can be instantiated on a range of virtualization platforms (Section III). (3) We develop a prototype of vSnoop on Xen (Section IV) and demonstrate improvement in TCP throughput to VMs and in application-level performance (Section V).

II. THE PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

In this section we present a detailed description and investigation of the problem, namely the negative impact of VM consolidation/CPU sharing on TCP transport to VMs. On most existing virtualization platforms, the driver domain or the VMM hosts the actual device driver for a physical device. As such, the production VMs cannot directly interact with
physical devices, including the network interface card (NIC).
Regardless of whether the VM platform uses paravirtualized (e.g. in paravirtualized Xen) or emulated (e.g. QEMU) devices, the extra hop in the network I/O path affects network performance due to the additional processing performed there such as interrupt handling, copying, and queuing. In this paper, we identify a more significant (yet less addressed) hurdle: As multiple VMs share the same core/processor, each VM may not get the CPU in time to process incoming TCP packets and advance the connection. To better understand how (and how much) VMs’ CPU sharing affects TCP throughput, we seek to answer the following questions:

1. How does the VMs’ CPU sharing affect the RTT of network packets?
2. Is the RTT increase mostly due to VM scheduling or network device virtualization?
3. Given the nature of RTT increase, how is TCP throughput affected?

**Investigations.** To answer the first question, we conduct a very simple experiment where a physical host sends ping packets to a non-idle (60% CPU load) Xen VM in the same LAN\(^1\). In this experiment, we vary the number of guest VMs (i.e., domUs) that share the same core with the driver domain (i.e., dom0) and observe the effect of VM CPU sharing on the RTT. From Figure 1(a), we observe that, as the number of non-idle VMs per core increases, the RTT of the ping packets increase almost in proportion to the 30ms VM scheduling slice used by Xen. Similar findings [6] were recently reported for the “small” instances on Amazon’s EC2 platform where two VMs share the same core.

The answer to the second question is quite insightful. We find that the main culprit of the RTT increase is VM scheduling, not network device virtualization. To “zoom in” to the dynamics of VM scheduling, we trace packets (1) within the driver domain and (2) between the driver domain and the VM – on both receive (RX) and transmit (TX) paths, in a scenario where three non-idle VMs are hosted on the same core as dom0. Figure 1(b) illustrates the cumulative density functions (CDFs) for (1) the amount of time for dom0 to process a packet and (2) the amount of time for the receiver VM to get scheduled and consume the packet on the RX path. The figure shows that, for 93% of the packets, driver domain processing adds less than 0.45ms to the RTT\(^2\). However, the majority of the RTT increase takes place after the driver domain processing. During this period, the packets stay in a shared buffer between the driver domain and the receiver VM, until the VM gets scheduled to consume the packets. The “jumps” in Figure 1(b) at 30ms intervals correlate to the 30ms VM scheduling slice used by Xen’s credit scheduler [7].

Figure 1(c) shows the dynamics on the TX path. The major difference between Figures 1(b) and 1(c) is the shorter time the packets spend on the TX path from the VM to dom0. Particularly, the “jumps” at 10ms intervals suggest that the driver domain gets scheduled quite frequently. However, both figures indicate that the sub-millisecond driver domain overhead is completely dominated by the tens/hundreds of milliseconds of latency from VM/driver domain scheduling. This observation also suggests that such considerable RTT increase cannot be eliminated by new devices (e.g., NetChannel2 [8]) that support direct VM access to hardware (which only alleviate the latency caused by network device virtualization).

Now that we have identified VMs’ CPU sharing and scheduling as the major source of RTT increase, we need to understand how it affects TCP throughput. As seen in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), Xen’s credit scheduler can add varying amount of latency to a packet’s RTT. Such latency ranges from a negligible amount to a few tens/hundreds of milliseconds – depending on when the VM is scheduled to run as well as the precise timing of various events. In general, the credit scheduler schedules the driver domain more frequently than the guest VMs. To illustrate this point further and study its impact on TCP throughput, we compare packet traces of a 1MB file transferred to the driver domain with traces of the same file transferred to a guest VM. This experiment involves the same 3-VM setup as in the previous experiment. While the traces vary between experiment runs, we pick two traces where dom0 and the VM get scheduled in almost uniform intervals. Figure 2 shows the traces. The main observation from this figure is that scheduling preference towards the driver domain

\(^1\)Details of the experiment setup is described in section V.

\(^2\)This latency is comparable to the 0.1ms RTT in the LAN.
A more detailed explanation of the result above is as follows: As the driver domain gets scheduled more frequently, TCP slow start progresses a lot faster as packets are acknowledged at a higher rate than in the guest VM’s case. Since the receive window at the receiver grows with every acknowledgement, the advertised window of the connection advances a lot more quickly too. Larger advertised receive window in turn prompts the sender to increase its congestion window and send more data in a shorter span of time. As a result, the connection to the driver domain progresses much more rapidly than the connection to the guest VM. We point out that VM scheduling heavily affects small flows (i.e., the “mice” flows that typically spend their entire lifetime in TCP slow start). Since a vast majority of flows in a cloud/datacenter environment tend to be short transfers [9], [10], [11], such impact can be quite significant on those environments.

**Implications.** Findings from our investigations suggest the following idea: Since much of the RTT increase is due to VM scheduling on the RX path, if we somehow eliminate or mask this latency, we can greatly improve TCP throughput to the VMs. A natural way to hide the portion of RTT that corresponds to VM scheduling is to **offload** the TCP acknowledgment to the driver domain. This solution leverages the fact that the driver domain gets scheduled more frequently than the guest VMs and, as a result, the congestion window of the sender can be advanced a lot faster. The outcome of such an acknowledgement offload is a much faster progress of TCP connections – most notably for small flows; and a higher utilization of the high-speed network infrastructure (e.g., 10 Gigabit Ethernet, Infiniband) common in Grids, clouds, and datacenters.

However, offloading TCP acknowledgement to the driver domain must be performed judiciously, as one needs to preserve TCP’s end-to-end semantics. Moreover, such offloading is applicable to scenarios where CPU is not the bottleneck for the consolidated VMs. If the CPU is the bottleneck, then obviously no improvement at the network I/O path can lead to more efficient execution of the guest VM. In the next section, we present the design of our solution, called vSnoop, that embodies the idea of acknowledgement offloading.

### III. vSnoop Design

In this section we present the design of vSnoop. To show the applicability of vSnoop to virtualization platforms with hosted I/O architecture (i.e., either the driver domain or the VMM provides access to physical devices), we keep the description as platform-agnostic as possible and leave the platform-specific details to Section IV. Guided by our analysis in Section II, we place a new component called vSnoop inside the driver domain that performs early TCP acknowledgement on behalf of guest VMs\(^3\). vSnoop is transparent to the VMs and does not require any modification to the guest operating system. As its name indicates, vSnoop **snoops** on all incoming and outgoing packets to/from the VMs and maintains the necessary state critical to **safe** early acknowledgement. More specifically, vSnoop maintains a minimal, per-flow state throughout the lifetime of a TCP connection to a VM and uses it to decide whether early acknowledgement for packets destined to a VM may lead to violation of end-to-end TCP semantics. In particular, vSnoop must avoid the scenario where the TCP sender receives an ACK for a packet without the packet ever reaching the receiver VM.

**A. Overview**

Figure 3 illustrates vSnoop’s placement within the driver domain and its position relative to the guest VMs. vSnoop has two main criteria for safe early acknowledgement: (1) For a given TCP connection, vSnoop only acknowledges in-order packets. To keep vSnoop scalable, vSnoop does not buffer out-of-order packets which may arise as a result of packet losses or packets taking a different route. Instead, vSnoop simply passes all out-of-order packets to the receiver VM and let the VM handle them as it normally would in the absence of vSnoop. (2) vSnoop acknowledges in-order packets only when the shared buffer between the driver domain and the guest VM is not full. vSnoop takes this precaution so that all packets acknowledged by vSnoop are guaranteed to be delivered to the target VM and hence, TCP semantics are preserved at all times. In addition to acknowledging all in-order packets, vSnoop suppresses all (empty) ACKs coming from the VM if the ACKs correspond to packets already acknowledged by vSnoop. With one exception (to be discussed in Section III-C), vSnoop takes this measure to prevent unnecessary duplicate ACKs from reaching the sender.

vSnoop identifies TCP flows based on their source and destination IP addresses and port numbers and maintains a small hash table to store information about each flow. This mechanism is similar to how TCP/IP stack at end-host maintains per-flow TCP control information. For each flow, vSnoop maintains (1) the sequence number of the in-order packet expected to be received by vSnoop (\texttt{NEXT\_SEQ}), (2) the sequence number expected to be received by the VM (VM\_SEQ), (3) TCP receive window size (RCV\_WIN), and

\(^3\)It is conceptually possible to implement vSnoop in the NIC hardware and we leave it as a future research direction.
(4) the current mode of operation for this flow (FL_MODE).
Next we will show how this per-flow state is maintained and used to realize early acknowledgement.

B. vSnoop State Machine

Figure 3 also depicts vSnoop’s state machine that determines early acknowledgement “safety” on a per-flow basis. While FL_MODE is ACTIVE for a given flow, vSnoop does early acknowledgement for all in-order packets in the flow. In this state, vSnoop discards empty ACKs (i.e. ACKs with no data payload) coming from the VM to prevent delivery of duplicate ACKs to the sender. However, if FL_MODE is in either UNEXPECTED_SEQ or NO_BUF state (i.e. the packet is out-of-order or there is no space in the shared buffer), then vSnoop goes offline for that flow and let the VM handle acknowledgement.

While vSnoop is offline, it uses the ACKs coming from the VM to update the per-flow VM_SEQ and NEXT_SEQ values. Meanwhile, the sender keeps sending packets until unacknowledged data reaches the minimum of the sender’s congestion window or receiver’s advertised window. At some point the sender would not send any new packets unless it receives an ACK from the VM. Hence, with high likelihood, the VM will receive all in-flight packets the next time it gets scheduled. Subsequently, it is very likely that the VM generates ACKs for all these packets and vSnoop receives them in one batch once the driver domain gets scheduled. After this point, if the sender sends a new packet, since the sequence number of this packet is going to be equal to NEXT_SEQ, FL_MODE becomes ACTIVE again and early acknowledgement resumes. This is predominantly the way vSnoop becomes online as vSnoop usually receives all the ACKs in one batch prior to the sender receiving them. The other less frequent scenario in which vSnoop gets back online is through TCP retransmission. More specifically, if VM scheduling intervals become too long such that they trigger timeout for unacknowledged packets, the sender starts retransmissions from the packet whose sequence number is NEXT_SEQ. This packet brings vSnoop online again and early acknowledgement resumes.

C. Technical Challenges and Solutions

There are two main challenges in the development of vSnoop: (1) To keep vSnoop online most of the time; (2) To make vSnoop behave just like a standard TCP implementation. To address the first challenge, vSnoop bounds the advertised receive window of ACKs generated by itself or by the receiver VM to the shared buffer size (buf_size). Bounding the number of outstanding packets in this fashion greatly reduces the likelihood of retransmission when vSnoop is offline, thus increasing the likelihood of vSnoop being online most of the time. Our measurements in Section V-C show that setting an upper bound for the advertised window does not make vSnoop any less efficient than the original Xen (i.e., no vSnoop in the driver domain). With this simple design, vSnoop can perform early acknowledgement for the vast majority of packets, effectively keeping the shared buffer between the driver domain and the VM full most of the time. We note that, for “large” flows where the receive window of a connection has grown large enough to fill up the shared buffer, the benefit of vSnoop narrows relative to its benefit for “small” flows, as buffer exhaustion leads to vSnoop going offline more frequently. Nonetheless, our evaluation shows that vSnoop always outperforms the original Xen for all flow sizes.

To address the second challenge, we identify an important issue in keeping vSnoop’s behavior consistent with TCP semantics. It concerns the receive window value advertised by vSnoop during early acknowledgement. As described in Section II, the main objective of vSnoop is to make TCP slow-start for connections to a VM behave more like TCP-slow start for connections to the driver domain. Therefore, similar to the TCP layer in the driver domain, vSnoop increments receive window (RCV_WIN) by twice the maximum segment size (MSS) upon acknowledging each packet until receive window reaches buf_size. The outcome is the exponential growth in the congestion window of the sender as defined by TCP standards. Also, upon receiving an ACK from a VM, vSnoop updates RCV_WIN with the value advertised in the ACK. Therefore, it just takes one VM scheduling slice for vSnoop to synchronize RCV_WIN with the value advertised by the VM. We noted in Section III-A there is one exception with respect to dropping ACKs generated by a VM. vSnoop does not drop the ACK coming from a VM that acknowledges the last packet acknowledged by vSnoop. This behavior is consistent with RFC 793 [12] in order to notify the sender of the most recent receive window size.

There are two more subtle issues worth mentioning: (1) vSnoop cannot drop ACK packets coming from a VM that have data payload. vSnoop must pass these packets to their destination so that a connection can progress in both directions. Given that these packets may acknowledge packets that have already been acknowledged by vSnoop, some TCP
implementations may discard these packets or cause complications. Therefore, for this type of packets, vSnoop rewrites the acknowledgement number to (NEXT_SEQ - 1) to ensure their delivery. (2) vSnoop’s rewriting of the receive window and the acknowledgement number for packets from a VM invalidates their TCP checksum. Hence, after modifying a TCP header, vSnoop sets the TCP checksum field with the correct value. Alternatively, checksum calculation can be delegated to NICs with checksum offloading support [13].

Finally, to preserve end-to-end TCP semantics, vSnoop requires that no packet be lost between the driver domain and the TCP layer in the VM. Fortunately, the following factors collectively guarantee such a condition: (1) Packet transfer between the driver domain and the target VM is merely a memory copy operation which is deemed reliable. (2) Since vSnoop bounds the advertised receive window and acknowledges packets only if there is adequate space in the shared buffer, vSnoop greatly reduces the possibility of exhausting kernel resources in the guest VM. (3) Most importantly, one particular aspect of Xen I/O networking (to be discussed in Section IV) guarantees that intermediary buffers and resources in the guest VM are never exhausted. Considering all these factors, the presence of vSnoop does not require special tuning of the guest operating system or the network drivers.

IV. vSNOOP IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented vSnoop for the paravirtualized Xen platform as the paravirtualized devices are more efficient and portable than the emulated devices and they do not require any hardware support. Before describing the implementation details, we briefly describe Xen’s network device virtualization.

A. Background and Overview

Xen uses a split driver model for paravirtualized devices where each driver has a back-end component in the driver domain (i.e. dom0) and a front-end component in each guest domain (VM). These two components interact with each other via ring buffers, shared memory, and event channels. A ring buffer holds all I/O request and response operations corresponding to a specific device. Typically, each request corresponds to an I/O activity from the front-end to the back-end while a response corresponds to an I/O activity in the reverse direction. Both request and response operations reside on the ring buffer and both point to the actual data to exchange. The data, which can be a network packet or a disk block, is located on the shared memory pages between dom0 and a guest VM so that it is accessible by both back-end and front-end drivers. Finally, the event channel acts like an interdomain interrupt mechanism between dom0 and a guest VM.

Figure 4 presents an overview of network device virtualization in Xen and its netback and netfront components. This figure also shows that vSnoop is implemented as part of the bridge module inside dom0. To better understand vSnoop’s functionality, we first examine the way Xen handles packet arrival had vSnoop not been deployed. Upon the arrival of a packet at the host’s physical NIC, the driver domain receives the packet and determines the receiver VM using the bridge module. Once the receiver is determined, the bridge module hands the packet to the corresponding netback instance which in turn picks a request from the ring buffer and places a response in its place. Once all responses corresponding to incoming packets to a VM are placed, netback notifies netfront by sending an event.

When the receiver VM gets scheduled, the corresponding netfront starts consuming the responses placed by netback and starts placing new, empty requests in the ring for future incoming packets. What is particularly important is that before placing new requests in the ring buffer, netfront allocates memory for all packets that would be associated with these new requests. This guarantees that, once a packet reaches netback, no shortage of memory in a guest VM would lead to the packet’s dismissal. As we briefly alluded to in Section III, this behavior particularly suits vSnoop, as all packets acknowledged by vSnoop are guaranteed enough resources in advance. Each network interface in a Xen VM has a separate RX and TX ring buffer and they all interact with netback in a similar fashion.

Over the course of our experiments, we realize that Xen uses a dynamic algorithm that places variable amount of new requests in the ring. However, we find out that this algorithm does not always perform as well as it was intended and places relatively few requests in the ring. Therefore, in order for vSnoop to perform early acknowledgment for a larger number of packets, we make one change to the netfront driver so that it can use a larger portion of the ring for requests. More specifically, we tune netfront so that it can use at least up to 75% of the 256 slots in the ring buffer for placing new requests. We will refer to our optimization as ‘Xen+tuning’ in Section V.

With the background above, vSnoop is implemented as two main hook functions attached to the bridge. Based on the direction of packets relative to a VM (incoming or outgoing), vSnoop engages either vSnoop ingress or vSnoop egress hook function. Both vSnoop ingress and vSnoop egress process packets by operating on socket buffer (sk_buff) kernel structures. With the placement of vSnoop in the bridge module,
these functions receive `sk_buff` structures with L2 headers. Therefore, to identify TCP flows, both functions need to extract IP and TCP header fields from `sk_buff`. Reading the headers is a relatively low-overhead procedure as it only entails looking at the right offset within the structure. vSnoopy identifies TCP flows based on their source and destination IP addresses and port numbers and maintains a small hash table to store information about each flow. For the remainder of this section we show how `vSnoopy_egress` and `vSnoopy_ingress` maintain the per-flow state (e.g. `NEXT_SEQ`, `VM_SEQ`, `RCV_WIN`, and `FL_MODE`) and implement the state machine defined in Section III.

**Handling outgoing packets.** The primary function of `vSnoopy_egress` is to intercept all packets from a VM and set up/maintain the per-flow information. The per-flow information is usually set up during TCP handshake when the VM sends SYN or SYN-ACK packet. The state can also be initialized after the TCP handshake if no per-flow information is present. The latter enables vSnoopy’s operation in the presence of live VM migration (discussed later this section). Once the state is initialized, `vSnoopy_egress` updates the per-flow `VM_SEQ`, `RCV_WIN`, and `FL_MODE` values based on the ACK packets it receives from the VM. The other functionality of `vSnoopy_egress` is to drop unnecessary duplicate ACKs from the VM. This process involves examining whether a packet received from the VM is an empty ACK, if the packet has already been acknowledged by `vSnoopy_ingress` and if the packet has no control flags set (such as SYN or FIN bit). If a packet satisfies all the above conditions, then it will be dropped. To speed up the generation of early ACKs, `vSnoopy_egress` saves the first ACK packet from the VM as the ACK packet “template” for that flow. The template reduces the overhead that would otherwise be associated with `vSnoopy_ingress` for generating the ACK packets. As described in Section III, when the advertised receive window by the VM exceeds `buf_size`, `vSnoopy_egress` sets the window to `buf_size` to limit the number of outstanding packets so that vSnoopy can remain online or become online soon. Rewriting the acknowledgment number for ACKs with data and recalculating a packet’s TCP checksum are two other functions of `vSnoopy_egress`. Finally, `vSnoopy_egress` removes the information associated with a flow in the hash table once a connection is terminated by FIN or RST packets.

**Handling incoming packets.** The main function of `vSnoopy_ingress` is to perform early acknowledgement as described in Section III. Upon receiving a TCP packet, `vSnoopy_ingress` first determines the corresponding flow. If the sequence number of the packet matches `NEXT_SEQ` for that flow, then this packet becomes a candidate for early acknowledgement. `vSnoopy_ingress` acknowledges a candidate packet when the following conditions are met: no control flag in the TCP header is set; receive window (`RCV_WIN`) is nonzero; and the ring buffer is not full. Every time `vSnoopy_ingress` acknowledges a packet, it increases `RCV_WIN` by `(2 × MSS)` after confirming that there is enough buffer space in the ring buffer. While packets do not necessarily get dropped when the ring buffer is full, this check guarantees early acknowledged packets are never dropped en route to the receiver VM.

**Handling live VM migration.** vSnoopy can also handle live VM migration. In Xen live migration [14], memory pages belonging to a VM are copied from the source host to the destination host in multiple iterations while the VM is running. The problem that may arise with vSnoopy during migration is that a VM may complete migration before an early-acknowledged TCP packet reaches the receiver VM. Such a scenario would result in an inconsistent state where the sender receives an ACK from vSnoopy for a packet that is not going to be delivered to the VM. To handle live VM migration, we adopt a straightforward yet effective solution where vSnoopy gets disabled for all the flows involving the migrating VM prior to the first iteration of memory page copying. Since the duration of VM migration is magnitudes longer (typically a few seconds or more), the VM will receive all the early-acknowledged packets during this period. Once the VM moves to the destination, vSnoopy at the destination host, if deployed, will initialize the hash table entries for the VM’s active flows and early acknowledgement resumes. If vSnoopy is not deployed at the destination, the VM itself will handle its TCP flows as usual.

### V. Evaluation

In this section we present evaluation results on vSnoopy: Section V-B evaluates the overhead of vSnoopy itself; Section V-C focuses on the TCP performance achieved by vSnoopy; and Section V-D demonstrates the effect of vSnoopy on application-level performance.

#### A. Testbed Setup

The experiments are performed in our virtualized cloud computing testbed connected by Gigabit Ethernet. Each VM-hosting server runs Xen 3.3 with Linux 2.6.18 as the operating system for both the driver domain and the paravirtualized guest VMs. (1) The experiments in Sections II, V-B, and V-C involve a client machine and a server. The client machine has a 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Quad CPU with 2GB of RAM and an Intel Pro Gigabit network card and runs Linux 2.6.19. The server hosts the VMs and has a dual-core 3GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 3GB of RAM and a Broadcom NetXtreme 5752 Gigabit Ethernet card. The VMs each have 256MB of RAM. (2) The experiments in Section V-D involve multiple server hosts, each being a PowerEdge Dell server with a 3.06GHz Intel Xeon CPU, 4GB of RAM, and a Broadcom NetXtreme 5704 Gigabit Ethernet card.

#### B. Profiling vSnoopy Overhead

In the design and the implementation of vSnoopy, we strive to keep vSnoopy as light-weight as possible by only including the minimal functionality of the TCP layer at vSnoopy that is essential to TCP acknowledgement offload. To better understand the overhead associated with vSnoopy, we use the Xenoprof [15] toolkit for system profiling. Xenoprof supports profiling at the fine granularity of individual processes and routines...
executed in the Xen VMM, driver domain, and guest VMs. We use Xenoprof to measure the overhead associated with different vSnoop routines in terms of the CPU cycles/percentage they consume. We additionally instrument vSnoop routines to record the number of packets they process. This information helps us to obtain the per-packet cost or the cost incurred by vSnoop routines at a given point in time.

Table I presents the average vSnoop overhead for 10-second Iperf [16] transfers for two scenarios: (1) In the “single stream” scenario, there is one connection from the client to a VM. Our measurements show vSnoop adds about 4.5% to the CPU utilization of the driver domain. Much of this cost is associated with the vSnoop ingress routine. The routine that looks up a flow’s state in the hash table and the routine that builds the ACK each incur negligible overhead. (2) In the “multiple stream” scenario, we have 100 concurrent connections to the 5 VMs running in the server. The per-packet cost or the vSnoop overhead at a given point of time remains largely unchanged from the single stream scenario. The only routine that incurs slightly higher cost for the multiple stream scenario is vSnoop lookup hash(). This is intuitive as vSnoop has to search a larger hash table to retrieve information about a particular flow.

C. TCP Throughput Evaluation

In this section, we test vSnoop for transport-level performance. To gain full control over the experiment setup, we develop our own TCP application, TCP-app, that works similar to Iperf. TCP-app involves sending data of various sizes from the client to the VM. We set up a variety of scenarios to assess the TCP throughput achieved by vSnoop. For each scenario, we compare TCP throughput under (1) the vanilla Xen, (2) Xen with our netfront tuning (Section IV-A), and (3) Xen with our tuning and vSnoop. With the exception of one scenario, we enable only one core in the server host so that the impact of VMs’ CPU sharing/scheduling can be studied without interference.

To better understand the nature of the experiments we present Figure 5. This figure shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for 1000 successive 100KB transfers from the client to the VM for vanilla Xen, Xen with netfront tuning, and Xen with netfront tuning and vSnoop. In this experiment, the server VM is co-located with two other non-idle guest VMs. This figure shows that vSnoop (with tuning) yields significant and in some cases orders of magnitude improvement in TCP throughput. In particular, the median throughput values for ‘vanilla Xen’, ‘Xen+tuning’, and ‘Xen+tuning+vSnoop’ are 0.192 MB/s, 0.778 MB/s, and 6.003 MB/s, respectively.

It is interesting to point out that for about a third of measurements in ‘Xen+tuning+vSnoop’, the TCP throughput exceeds the link rate. This is because packets get buffered in the driver domain and the memory copy between the driver domain and receiver VM is much faster than the link rate. Similar phenomenon was reported for UDP connections between Amazon EC2 instances [6].

1. Varying the number of VMs. Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(e) show the effectiveness of vSnoop when 1, 2, 3 and 5 non-idle VMs (including the receiver VM itself) are running on the same core respectively. These figures show that vSnoop constantly outperforms vanilla Xen. More importantly, the benefit of vSnoop increases with higher degree of VM consolidation and with smaller transfers. Higher VM consolidation worsens the impact of VM scheduling, thus widening the gap between vanilla Xen and vSnoop; Short transfers are particularly susceptible to VM scheduling (Section II) and hence benefit more from vSnoop. It is also worth noting that capping the advertised receive window by vSnoop (Section III) does not hurt TCP throughput. vSnoop outperforms other configurations even for the large transfers in the 1-VM scenario, where the advertised receive window can get very large in the absence of interference.

All references to non-idle VMs entail 60% CPU load on the VM, unless otherwise specified.
of vSnoop.

2. Varying CPU load. To understand the effect of VM CPU load, we fix the number of VMs on a core to three and vary the VM CPU load. Figures 6(d), 6(e), and 6(f) show vSnoop outperforms other configurations under different CPU load in the VMs. Higher VM workload makes CPU scheduling more detrimental to TCP throughput, thereby making vSnoop more useful.

3. Concurrent connections. So far, all the results are based on a single connection from the client to the VM. Figure 6(g) shows that vSnoop is also effective when there are 10 concurrent connections to the VM. The results presented are for a setup where 3 non-idle VMs run on the same core.

4. Sender subject to VM scheduling. In this scenario, we investigate the effectiveness of vSnoop when the sender is also virtualized and subject to VM scheduling like the receiver. This is a quite common scenario inside a cloud or datacenter where hosted VMs communicate with each other. In fact, our application-level experiments (Section V-D) reflect such a scenario. Figure 6(h) presents the results for a setup where the client VM and the server VM are each co-located with two other non-idle VMs in their respective hosts.

5. Driver domain on a separate core. While the previous results show solid improvement by vSnoop, we wonder whether vSnoop would be even more effective when the driver domain does not have to compete with the guest VMs for CPU. Figure 6(i) presents the results from a scenario where the driver domain runs on a separate core from the one that supports 3 non-idle guest VMs. The results indicate that, for short transfers (up to 1MB), vSnoop outperforms vanilla Xen by a significantly large margin. This is because the driver domain and the receiver VM now process incoming packets on two separate cores. As a result, whenever the VM is scheduled, it is likely to process all the packets that the driver domain has passed to the VM or will pass while the VM is running, thus increasing the TCP throughput. However, the benefit margin narrows for large transfers for the same reason mentioned in Scenario 1.

D. Application-Level Evaluation

Experiment with RUBiS. To demonstrate the effectiveness of vSnoop for real-world applications running in a cloud
that, right after an operation is done, the client thread starts the next operation (i.e., no sleep time between operations). Table II shows the counts of various operations performed as well as the overall system throughput. With vSnoop, RUBiS performs higher number of each type of operations, which translates into a higher number of user requests (15585 vs. 12237) and throughput (37 req/s vs. 29 req/s), a 27% improvement.

Experiments with MPI benchmarks. In these experiments, we assess the benefit of vSnoop for executing MPI programs in VMs. Our experiments use (1) the High-Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark [19] and (2) the Intel MPI benchmark (IMB) [20]. The HPL is computation-intensive and primarily used to find the maximum floating-point operations (flops) per second achieved by a cluster; whereas the IMB is more communication-intensive and evaluates the efficiency of various communication patterns in a cluster.

In the HPL experiment, we set up a 4-VM MPICH2 [21] execution environment, with each VM hosted by a distinct physical server. Each VM has 256MB of RAM and is co-located with another non-idle VM with 30% load. Figure 8(a) presents the results under various problem size ($N \in \{4000, 6000, 8000\}$) and block size ($NB \in \{2, 4, 8, 16\}$). The results show that vSnoop improves the HPL performance (GFlops) in all runs compared with that achieved by the vanilla Xen. We do notice that the percentage of improvement is less than those seen in the TCP benchmark and RUBiS experiments. In fact, the lower performance gain is expected as the HPL is more CPU-bound than I/O-bound. As such, the communication time saved by vSnoop usually gets dominated by the much longer computation time that precedes or follows the communications. Moreover, synchronization and inter-dependencies among nodes for an MPI execution to proceed is another factor that offsets some of the transport efficiency brought by vSnoop. However, even in such an unfavorable scenario, vSnoop constantly yields benefit of varying degree. Finally, we note that our results from the ‘Xen+tuning’ configuration are almost identical to those from the vanilla Xen so we do not present them in the figure. The reason is that the message sizes in our HPL runs are too small to benefit from our netfront tuning enhancement.

Our experiment with the IMB shows the effectiveness of vSnoop in reducing the execution duration of many MPI communication primitives. We use almost the same setup as that for the HPL experiment. The only change we make is that we increase the CPU load on the VMs to 60% as the IMB does not incur much computation to study the CPU scheduling impact. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show the results (normalized execution time) under “one-to-many” (Broadcast) and “many-to-many” (Alltoall) communication patterns, with varying message size. The results show that vSnoop leads to notably shorter execution time for IMB’s Broadcast and Alltoall benchmarks. Results from IMB’s other communication patterns also show the benefit of vSnoop and they are omitted for lack of space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUBiS Operation</th>
<th>Count w/o vSnoop</th>
<th>Count w/ vSnoop</th>
<th>% Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browse</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrowseCategories</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchItemsInCategory</td>
<td>3498</td>
<td>4577</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrowseRegions</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrowseCategoryInRegion</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchItemsInRegion</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViewItem</td>
<td>2892</td>
<td>3776</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViewUserInfo</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViewBidHistory</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrowserBackOperation</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>3511</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EndOfSession</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12237</td>
<td>15585</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Throughput</td>
<td>29 req/s</td>
<td>37 req/s</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
RUBiS BENCHMARK RESULTS WITH "BROWSING MIX"

or datacenter, we run the Rice University Bidding System (RUBiS) [17] in our testbed. RUBiS is a benchmark that evaluates application server performance for an auction site that resembles eBay [18]. RUBiS implements the core functionality of on-line auction such as browsing and searching for items, bidding, and selling. We use the PHP version of RUBiS which has two tiers: an Apache webserver and a MySQL database server. Figure 7 shows our setup: The VMs hosting Apache and MySQL (dom-1s in the figure) are each co-located with a VM (dom-2) with 30% CPU load. Each of the VMs has 768MB of RAM. Since vSnoop is deployed in all server hosts in the testbed, it will benefit the TCP connections between the client and Apache and between Apache and MySQL.

We run the RUBiS benchmark for a 7-minute period (1) without vSnoop (i.e., ‘Xen+tuning’) and (2) with vSnoop (i.e., ‘Xen+tuning+vSnoop’). We turn on our ‘tuning’ enhancement in both scenarios. In this experiment, 180 client threads perform operations such as browsing web pages, viewing items, searching for items in a geographical region, etc. We use the “browsing mix” workload where clients trigger read requests to the Web and database servers. The goal of this experiment is to assess how the TCP-level improvement translates into application-specific performance improvement – in RUBiS’s case, the number of user requests handled per second. To stress test both ‘with vSnoop’ and ‘without vSnoop’ setups, we make one slight change to the RUBiS client implementation such
VI. RELATED WORK

In recent years, researchers have proposed various solutions to alleviate the overhead of network device virtualization for virtualized environments. These efforts can roughly be classified into three main categories: (1) optimizing the virtualized I/O path, (2) improving communication among VMs on the same host, and (3) making VM scheduling algorithms aware of VM communication.

Menon et al. have proposed several improvements to the hosted I/O architecture in [22], [23], and [24]. [22] shows that much of the virtualization overhead is due to per-packet operations between the guest VM and the driver domain and proposes packet aggregation (i.e., coalescing multiple TCP packets of the same connection into one big packet) as a solution that reduces per-packet overhead. In [23], the authors propose using scatter/gather I/O, TCP/IP checksum offload, and TCP segmentation offload for improving network performance of Xen VMs. TwinDrivers [24] is a framework that moves some of the device driver functionality from a guest VM to the VMM for better performance. By addressing a new problem (i.e., TCP throughput degradation due to VM consolidation) not identified by the above efforts, vSnoop complements these techniques and can be integrated with them.

Many research efforts have tried to improve communication throughput between VMs on the same physical host. XenSocket [25], XenLoop [26], Fido [27], and XWAY [28] use shared memory primitives provided by Xen to bypass the driver domain and create efficient communication channels between VMs on the same host. While XenSocket introduces a new type of socket to the application-layer, XWay, XenLoop and Fido are transparent to applications as the inter-domain communication channel is placed underneath the network stack. IVC [29] is another effort in this direction that targets the high performance computing (HPC) domain. More specifically, the authors design a VM-aware MPI library which enables HPC applications to transparently benefit from efficient inter-VM communication channels between co-located VMs. vSnoop complements these approaches as it is transparent to the applications and communication libraries running inside the VMs. Moreover, it is applicable to communications between VMs on different hosts.

Extensions to Xen’s SEDF scheduler are proposed in [30], which makes the VM scheduling in Xen communication-aware. More specifically, the authors propose preferential scheduling of the recipient VM and anticipatory scheduling of the sender VM to improve the performance of network-intensive workloads. vSnoop is designed as a driver domain-level technique that is agnostic to the specific VM scheduling algorithm in the VMM. As a result, vSnoop can be deployed on a virtualization platform with such an enhanced VM scheduler. Further, we believe a communication-aware VM scheduler, like the one in [30], creates favorable conditions for vSnoop as it can lead to faster consumption of packets on the shared buffer which keeps vSnoop online most of the time.

The idea of snooping on packets to improve TCP throughput in lossy and high bit-error rate wireless networks was proposed in [31]. In that work, the wireless access point caches packets and performs local retransmissions to wireless nodes whenever needed. Despite the conceptual similarity between their approach and vSnoop, the network and end-host characteristics faced by the two are very different. Hence their design and implementation largely differs from that of vSnoop. For example, in vSnoop we offload TCP acknowledgement to the driver domain while in [31] TCP retransmission is offloaded to the base station.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented vSnoop as a technique that mitigates the impact of CPU sharing on the throughput of TCP connections to consolidated VMs. vSnoop is based on the observation that CPU scheduling among VMs adds a significant, last-hop latency to the RTT of TCP packets, resulting in TCP throughput degradation. Hence, the idea behind vSnoop is to offload TCP acknowledgment to the driver domain – whenever it is safe – to hide most of the VM scheduling-related latency from the sender. Evaluations of our Xen-based prototype, at both network transport and application levels, demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of vSnoop for virtualized cloud, Grid, and datacenter environments.
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